
 

 
MONDAY MORNING RECAP  - July 25, 2022 

 

Last Week 
 
Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) 31899.29 +611.03 +1.95%  
S&P 500 Index      3961.63 +98.47  +2.55%  
NASDAQ Composite Index   11834.11 +381.69 +3.33% 
U.S. 10 yr. Treasury Note Yield       2.77% -16 basis points 
Gold ($ per troy oz.)    $1727.10 +$20.70 +1.45% 
WTI Oil ($ per barrel)      $94.70 -$0.13  -0.14%  
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GLOBAL EQUITIES: Global equities ended higher last week, with the MSCI World 
rising 3.21%. In the US, the S&P 500 rose 2.55% as both a softer US dollar and 
better-than-expected corporate earnings results fueled investor optimism, even amid 
recent economic pressures. In Europe, the STOXX 600 increased 2.90%, closing at 
its highest since June 9, after Russia’s resumption of Nord Stream 1 pipeline gas flow 
to Europe eased energy supply concerns and helped sentiment recover.  
 
COMMODITIES: Oil prices saw volatile swings last week amid multiple factors: 
returning Libyan supplies, increasing recession risks, fears of renewed China 
lockdowns, and a slower US summer driving season. Ultimately, WTI ended lower at 
$94.70/barrel and Brent crude ended higher at $103.20/barrel, as concerns over 
demand balanced against improving supply constraints.  
 
FIXED INCOME: US Treasury yields fell last week as investors digested corporate 
earnings and assessed expectations for monetary policy, growth, and inflation. The 
10-Year US Treasury yield fell 16bps to end the week at 2.77%, while the 2-Year 
yield fell 15bps to 2.98%, maintaining the 2s10s spread inversion. Meanwhile, in Italy, 
10-year yields rose to 3.32% on the back of the ECB’s rate hike and Prime Minister 
Mario Draghi’s resignation.  
 
FX: The US dollar depreciated -1.44% against a basket of currencies as expectations 
for a 100bps Fed hike waned. Meanwhile, the euro appreciated to $1.0195 on the 
back of the ECB’s larger-than-expected rate hike, moving away from parity with the 
US dollar. The pound sterling also strengthened against the dollar, rising to $1.1979.  

Market Summary 
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ACTIVITY: The Philadelphia Fed manufacturing index fell further into contractionary 
territory in July, declining -9pts to -12.3 against the consensus of an increase. The 
US manufacturing and services flash PMIs fell to 52.3 and 47, respectively, from 52.7 
and 51.6. The composite PMIs for the UK and the Euro area also fell short of 
expectations in July, declining to 52.8 and 49.4 respectively, from 53.7 and 52.0 in 
June.  
 
 
INFLATION: In the UK, headline CPI inflation continued to rise in June to 9.4% YoY, 
against consensus expectations of 9.3%, driven by a mix of higher food and petrol 
price inflation.  
 
 
MONETARY POLICY: The ECB surprised the market with a 50bps rate hike and 
dropped its forward guidance for September to a “meeting-by-meeting” approach. 
The Bank also unveiled details on a new antifragmentation tool, the Transmission 
Protection Instrument (TPI). Lack of clarity on the conditions under which TPI will be 
activated suggests that market participants could test the ECB’s resolve, especially in 
the context of higher political uncertainty in Italy.  

Economic Summary 
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Source: Goldman Sachs Asset Management: “Market Monitor”, 7/22/22 

1. “Cons.” and “Prior” refer to current consensus expectations and the previous data release, respectively. 

2. “Bps” refers to basis points, which are one hundredth of a percent.  

3. “WTI” stands for West Texas Intermediate crude oil, a common US benchmark for oil prices.  

4. “Brent” is a global benchmark for oil prices worldwide.  

5. “2s10s spread inversion” refers to the 2-Year Treasury yield being higher than the 10-Year Treasury yield.  

6. “ECB” refers to the European Central Bank.  

7. “Philadelphia Fed manufacturing index” refers to the Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia’s Manufacturing 

Index.  

8. “US manufacturing and services flash PMIs” refer to the S&P Global US Flash Manufacturing Purchasing 

Managers Index and S&P Global US Flash Services Purchasing Managers Index, respectively.  

9. “Composite PMIs for the UK and the Euro area” refer to the S&P Global Flash Composite Purchasing 

Managers Index and UK Composite Purchasing Managers Index, respectively.  

10. The S&P Global PMI prints used to be known as IHS Market PMI.  

11. “Headline CPI” refers to the UK Consumer Price Index, year-over-year.  

12. “3M ILO” refers to the 3-month International Labour Organization Unemployment Rate.  

13. “MPC” refers to the Bank of England’s Monetary Policy Committee.  

14. “ECB” refers to the European Central Bank.  

Key Economic Releases 

Thursday, July 28:  
US GDP (Cons: 0.4%, Prior: -1.6%)  
US Core PCE (Cons: 4.7%, Prior: 4.7%)  

Friday, July 29:  
US U. Mich. Sentiment (Cons: 51.1, Prior: 
51.1)  
Euro Area GDP (Cons: -, Prior: 0.6%)  
Euro Area CPI (Cons: 8.7%, Prior: 8.6%)  

Monday, July 25: 
No economic releases 

Tuesday, July 26:  
No economic releases 

Wednesday, July 27:  
No economic releases 
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Disclosure Statement 

Benefit Financial Services Group is a Registered Investment Advisor. 

This publication is only intended for clients and interested investors residing in jurisdictions in which the Adviser is 
qualified to provide investment advisory services. This material is provided for informational purposes only and 
does not in any sense constitute a solicitation or offer for the purchase or sale of securities.  Furthermore, the 
opinions expressed do not constitute investment advice and views expressed solely reflect those of the 
Adviser.  The Adviser does not attempt to furnish personalized investment advice or services through this 
publication. Any subsequent, direct communication with a prospective client will be conducted by the Adviser’s 
investment advisory representatives. Some of the information given in this publication has been produced by 
unaffiliated third parties and, while it is deemed reliable, the Adviser does not guarantee its timeliness, sequence, 
accuracy, adequacy, or completeness and makes no warranties with respect to results to be obtained from its 
use.  Permission to reprint or distribute any content from this publication requires the written approval of the 
Adviser.   

Information discussed in this report contains forward or backward-looking statements relating to anticipated 
financial performance, business prospects, returns, market forces, new services, technological developments, 
and other matters.  The Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 provides a safe harbor for forward-
looking statements.  In order to comply with the terms of the safe harbor, Adviser notes that a variety of factors 
could cause actual results and experience to differ materially from the anticipated results or other expectations 
expressed in these forward or backward-looking statements.  Please remember that past performance may not be 
indicative of future results.  Indices are not available for direct investment. 

 


